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is the end. Pll go off—to Bristol—to London—to America—
and start working again. cThel' was quite right—when a person
can do what I can do it's crazy to let it go."
But no sooner had these thoughts raced through her brain
than she heard the voices of the Wyes approaching. "He's
coming," she said to herself. "He'll be here in a minute. If I go
to America I may never see him again. He'll be with 'Thel,'
and he'll never know!"
No-man succeeded at last in getting his Midsummer Eve
bonfire lit. When once it started the flames rose high; for there
was enough wind stirring to help the blaze, and yet, since the
whole thing took place in so deep a concavity, not enough to
disturb or carry away the burning pieces of wood.
It was not long before the whole party was grouped on the
northerly rim of this grassy basin, from the centre of which,
like some gigantic spike of fiery blossoms from a sunburnt
calyx, the red flames wavered upward.
Most of the time while No-man kept tossing fuel upon the
heap—and he went on till he had exhausted all there was—the
fire retained its original pyramidal shape; but there did come
moments when the wind blew strong enough across this small
crater to sweep the whole living mass, the red flames along with
the clouds of ash-grey smoke, towards the particular segment
of the enclosing circle where our friends were sitting.
When this happened they were all completely hidden in smoke,
not only hidden from any passing stranger, but hidden from
one another; a state of things which, curiously enough, seemed
to lend itself to the mood of them all, except young Mrs. Wye,
whose lively little screams, alternating with DumbelPs solemn
protestations, made up a sort of comic-opera orchestration
to the excited murmurings of the rest.
Wizzie had been to picnics before in full daylight when a
fire had to be lit to boil a kettle, but those little gipsy flames
were nothing to this flare. It was impossible not to be interested
in the spectacle; and though she made up her mind not to
bestow on D.'s silly idea the least word of commendation she
found herself deriving an unexpected satisfaction from the
crackling of sticks, the roaring of flames, the eddying of smoke,
and the waird alternations of illumination and obscurity.
Uryen was separated from her by both Thuella and her father,
while between "Thel" and herself reclined old Claudius, who

